MAC DEMARCO + ANGEL OLSEN + THE GROWLERS + STRFKR
THE BOUNCING SOULS + DEAFHEAVEN + LIZZO + TOUCHE AMORE + WHY?
ALVYVS + DEAD MEADOW + LOWER DENS + THE INFAMOUS STRINGDUSTERS
KATE TEMPEST + THE COATHANGERS + JMSN + THE ALBUM LEAF + KISHI BASHI
GROUPER + CLAP! CLAP! + DOUG MARTSCH + MEAT PUPPETS + DELICATE STEVE
JONATHAN RICHMAN + SONNY & THE SUNSETS + MAGIC SWORD + AJJ
MARCO BENEVENTO + OPEN MIKE EAGLE + XENIA RUBINOS + SOL + ANDY SHAUF
CHASTITY BELT + MARK FARINA + EILEN JEWELL + GRINGO STAR + Y LA BAMBA
RITUALS OF MINE + THIS WILL DESTROY YOU + CARPENTER BRUT
POLYRHYTHMICS + KARL BLAU + LITTLE WINGS + CY DUNE + ELVIS DEPRESSALLY
SASSYBLACK + LAKE + CHANTI DARLING + HARRIET BROWN + PERFECT STRANGER + THE DIG
PEARLS NOCTURNAL HABITS + HELVETIA + CLARKE AND THE HIMSELFS + THE PRIDS + THUNDERPUSSY + LED
JARED MEESES + ALANNA ROYALE + PSYCHIC TWINS + AU + ALEX CAMERON + DRESSY BESY
LOW RED LAMASER + MASZER + WOODEN INDIAN BURIAL GROUND + DEATH VALLEY GIRLS + KOLARS
THE SEVEN BUKU + KOSHALS + WAYNE WARREN + LEARNING HOW TO LEARN IS HARD AND LEARNING HOW TO
THINK BUSINESS + FRANKIE + THE WITCH FINGERS + TRIP TIDES + THE SOFT WHITE SIXTIES
HOLLOW WOOD + JOSHUA JAMES + SISTERS + MIKOS DADGAW + SAM TODS + SUN BLOOD STORIES
PSYCHOMAGIC + ALDIOUS HARDING + EMMA RUTH RUNDLE + COURTNEY MARIE ANDREWS + BIJOUX
JOSIAH JOHNSON + GREAT GRANDPA + AAN + DARK SWALLOWS + BIG JESUS + EL DOPAMINE
MATT HOLLYWOOD + THE BAD FEELINGS + ECSTATIC VISION + BRETT NETSON + TELE NOVELLA
BELLE GAME + TANGO ALPHA TANGO + HILLSTOMP + CHAIN OF FLOWERS + BEAVES + MÁSCARAS
ABHI THE NOMAD + FRESH KILLS W/ PREMROCK + CAUZNDFX + TROUT STEAK REVIVAL + THE WERKS
STYLIST BEATS + DIMOND SAINTS + AARON JACKSON + TALL TALL TREES + BATTLEHOOSH CURTIS/SUTTON + THE SCAVENGERS + EAST FOREST + HUSTLE AND DRONE + THE OCEAN PARTY
HAPPINESS + THE STILL SIDE + HILLFOIL NOIR + KANE STRANG + THOMAS PAUL + BILLY CHANGER
J&L DEFER + WESTERN DAUGHTER + STRANGE RANGER + JEFFREY MARTIN + ANNA THOMPSON + PETEY PABLO
JACO WOOD AND THE BRIDGECITY VIRGINS + NICK DELLFS + WEEED + HOLIDAY FRIENDS
THE RAVEN & THE WRITING DESK + GET DEAD + NEVER YOUNG + UNCONDITIONAL ARTS + BOYTOY + REPTALIONS
FOUL WEATHER + DIRTY REVIVAL + SECRET DRUM BAND + AFROSONICS + LIGHT THIEVES + EVERYONE IS DIRTY
GAREK JON DRUS + BRYSON CONE + LOGAN HYDE + HIDEOUT + TRANSISTOR SEND + NEW SHACK + BADGOS + MICHNA
MY BODY + FLAURAL + BOONE HOWARD + MINIHOUSE + SUNDRIES + AND AND AND + SAD HORSE + THE LAWSUITS
WILD POWWERS + THE DIRTY MOOGS + WHEELCHAIR SPORTS CAMP + CAVEGREEN + SOL RISING + QASS ESSAR
NICO YARMIN + BUD BRIDGE + THE GOOD TIMERS + MARSHALL POOLE + SHEEP BRIDGE JUMPER + DUNK FREEDOM
GHOST OF PAUL REVERE + THE LOWER 48 + WHIPPORWILL + A.K.A. BEALE + OLD DEATH WHISPER + ORA COGAN
MATT HOPPER + THE ROMAN CANDLES + DOGWOOD MOUNTAIN MEN + LORNA DUNE + CRL CRRL + DEEVEAUX + CUFF LYNX
HENRY POPE + AZONOMIC + ST. TERREBLY (AND THE GOSPEL OF NOTHINNESS) + JD KINDLE + THE EASTERN OREGON PLAYBOYS
YEAH GREAT FINE + ZEE WILL + SPIRIT ARTIST + EMILY AFTON + CAMP + GRAND FALCONER + IZAAK OPATZ + DRAGONDEER
WORLD'S FINEST + CORE FOR THE COMMON + AUDIO MOONSHINE + ROCCO JOHNSTON BAND + SHADY ELDERS + JOD BOYD + WITH CHILD JUNIOR SCIENTIST ORCHESTRA + SICK NICE + WEEZY FORD + PORLLO + TIPPER + SCULPTURE CLUB + VCR + SABBATH ITZ LOUNGE ON FIRE
ARTHUR MADDOX + ZERO + STEPBROTHERS + THE BAND ICE CREAM + SLOW CAVES + THE BIRTH DEFECTS + ARASH FLYNN + EENOM
JOHN E COMBAT + WRINKLES + THE OUTFIT + THE SEA LIFE + DEN-MATE + TOY ZOO + MERCY BROWN + COUCHES + PLASTIC PICNIC
AARON BROWN AND THE INVASION + TAG ALONG FRIEND + PANTHERMILK + J. MEL + PAPER GATES + RED HANDS + BLACK FEET + GHOST TOURS + BAD LICKS + THE WEARY TIMES + JENNY DON'T + THE SPURS + RORY VAN JAMES + GET WET +
STONE GRUBB + KATHLEEN WILLIAMS + CRY + CULT BRIDE WINDOO HINAZEL + WHOELING + OKO YOKA + LOVE-LACE + PURE IVY
ELCO ELECTRIC COCONUT + GUSTO + ARIOMI + WA WYZE + A MIGHTY MOUNTAIN OF MICROBES + RYAN DULLEY + ADLIB + RP + BROOK WOOD + E&J + LEWIS + AND AARON + DEDICATED DRUMMER + DEDICATED WATER SLICE + CARDIO + GROWLWORMS + BLURRED VISION + POD PASTEL + 25L + SLOW CORPSE + ERSATZ
EDWARD STUMPP + STAR WARRIOR + STYLES IN BLACK + ZEKEULTRA + ELLUMNEY CREW + ANDY O. WEIGHN + ANOTHER MAN OUT THE WINDOW + TAMBALKA CATSKILLS + PEOPLE WITH BOOKS + COLORWORKS + SKINNY THE RINO DUDE + CONQUER MONSTERS + CLOSEST SPEAKER + SEAS APPRENTICE + WE ARE THE HEADCRUNCHER + THE RAINY DAY COST + SIPHY MOONSHINE + HOLLOWED OAK + JEB EDWARDS + THE LOVE BUNCH + HIBRID SHOE ORGANIZER + BEN WALDEN + THISTLEDOWN + BREAD & CIRCUS + HURDY GURDY GIRLS + GREAT BAIT + FULTON AND HUNT + CYRIL HERSEY + JAN REED + SPIKE CODGINS + THE OLPHTANTS + THE FOXTONES + THE DAV + HAD TODO NONALGIDIA + MADDISON PROOF + DEVASTAR + FAR FROM GIANTS + MAGGIE BROWN + BRIGHT LADY + THE MOODY JESTER + GOOD JUNING + THE INDIAN CHILD + PLAY + KG JONES + MAMMOTH JABON + STRETCH ARMISTICE + M.C. COMFY BUT CONFlicted + LOUCI KOLADA + JAC SOUND + LILY LORENZ + IVAN VELICOFF + ABAAGAL + THE SUN AND THE MIRROR + OLA SWEET + KELLY SCHAFFER + SUNBATH + ILA VON SUTRA + HOKUM H-HYFLYERS + ELVIVE MOWENMATA + URBAN OUT FIELDS + THE VERY MOST + BOGAN VAX + OCEANS ARE ZEROES + JEWISH XXX + EYES ON THE TUNES + SCOUTS + KITTEN + CROWNS + RUSSELL SOLANGE + ERIK PAPPE + HOMER + AARON HAT-FOOK + VAPEN + SHAPEN SHINTAROU + DISCOMA + JAKE LEG + SOMETHING SPICY + MIDNIGHT LEGS + MARATHON LUNGS + JAKE LOYD GISH AND FRIENDS + SARTURI + KESSE + GABI KOWTA + KNOW REACTION + PHOTONIC + FINGERFINGERRRRR + PSYCHASURE + WOO CLUB + ZAK DOWNTOWN
DJ FRESH DIRECT + EVOLUSHION + VINYL PRESERVATION SOCIETY

Discover more at: TREEFORTMUSICFEST.COM

#TREEFORT2017